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The 2014-2016 Ebola epidemic in West 
Africa claimed more than 11,000 lives

It could have been prevented using 
public knowledge



“The results seem to indicate that Liberia has to be
included in the Ebola virus endemic zone.”

Knobloch et al. 1982

There is an adage in public health: “The road to
inaction is paved with research papers.”

© The New York Times



Uncitedness (publications):
7% - 63% (Nicolaisen & Frandsen 2019)

Uncitedness (data): 
85% (Peters et al. 2016)

Transfer to practice (medicine):
14%, taking 17 years (Balas 1998)



© American Association 
for the Advancement of 
Science



Dark Knowledge 
(Jeschke et al.)



There is a discoverability crisis
that negatively impacts effectiveness & efficiency 
of science, and its transfer to practice.



© Google



It‘s time to change 
the way we 
discover research



@OK_Maps



Who we are

CharitableNonprofit

RevolutionizeDiscovery

ForScienceAndSociety



Overview of heart diseases



A SUSTAINABLE PLATFORM

We propose to fund Open 
Knowledge Maps in a collective 
effort. 

Organizations are invited to 
become supporting members and 
co-create the platform with us.

OPEN AND NONPROFIT

We are a charitable non-profit 
organization based on the 
principles of open science. 

Our aim is to create an inclusive, 
sustainable and equitable 
infrastructure that can be used 
by anyone.

REVOLUTIONIZE DISCOVERY

Open Knowledge Maps is the 
world's largest visual search 
engine for scientific knowledge. 

We dramatically increase the 
visibility of research findings for 
science and society alike.

Our mission



https://openknowledgemaps.org 



Advantages



How it works

An Open Knowledge Maps visualization presents you 
with a topical overview for your search term. It is 
based on the 100 most relevant documents from 
either BASE or PubMed for your search term.

We use text similarity to create the knowledge maps. 
The algorithm groups those papers together that have 
more words in common in the metadata.



Our offering includes:

Innovative search and discovery services

Integrations for BASE, PubMed, and OpenAIRE

All of our services are free & open

A wide range of training activities and materials

Our award-winning visualization software

Community support & engagement programs



https://openknowledgemaps.org/viper 



Largest visual search engine for research

Since May 2016:

~ 4 million page views

200,000+ maps created

3000+ participants in workshops



Team



Supporting members



Advisors



Partners



Enthusiasts



1. What are your challenges when it comes to
literature search and discovery?

2. Would Open Knowledge Maps help you to
overcome these challenges?

3. What else would you need from such a tool?

4. Any other questions or comments?

Feedback and question time



LinkedCat+ - Exploring half a century of knowledge
production at the Austrian Academy of Sciences
OeAW Innovation Fund

TRIPLE - The multilingual discovery platform for
the social sciences and humanities.
EU Horizon 2020

Coming up

Frontend Refactoring - A sustainable technological 
foundation for the Open Knowledge Maps frontend
eLife Innovation Initiative



Our vision

https://vimeo.com/188647919

https://vimeo.com/188647919


Your support matters

… and don’t forget to sign-up for our Newsletter ;-)

Tell your friends and colleagues about us

Let us know what you think

Consider becoming an enthusiast



Thank you for your attention!

Contact:
twitter.com/OK_Maps  
facebook.com/OKMaps   
info@openknowledgemaps.org
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